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Appendix B:
Asterisks indicate technical terms; bold type denotes the page
number where a technical term is introduced.
abstracted*, 132
abstraction*, 131
accent, 108, 255
acoustic signal, 46
addressee, 34, 37, 53, 55
adverbs, 294
affective, 108
affective meaning*, 175
agglutinating*, 72, 73
alienable possessives* ,312
allophone, 233
alternation, 74
ambiguity, 38, 151,190
(Extract from John Lyons: Semantics, Vol. 1. Cambridge Univ.
Press, 1977. p. 357)

Appendix C:
phoneme: a significant unit of speech-sound,
phonemic transcription: a set of graphemes used so as to repre
sent accurately the phonemes of a language; normally en
closed in slant lines: e.g. /ka^t/ cat.
phonemics: (1) the study of significant units of speech-sound;
(2) the structure and organization of the phonemes of a
given language.
phonetic: pertaining to speech-sounds, without reference to their
phonemic function or organization,
phonetic transcription: a set of graphemes used so as to repre
sent accurately the speech-sounds of a language, whether
they have phonemic significance or not; normally enclosed in
square brackets: e.g. ['k’aet] cat.
phonetics: (1) the study of speech-sounds as such; (2) the
speech-sounds of a given language,
phonology: (1) the study of the phonetics, phonemics, and all
other aspects of the sounds of human speech (including
supra-segmental features); (2) the structure and organization
of the phonological features of a given language.
(Extract from Robert A. Hall: An Essay on Language. (Chilton
Books, 1968)

Ranganathan Award for Classification Research
80 )

( 1979 -

Nominations are invited for the Ranganathan Award
for Classification Research (1979-80).
The Award consists of a Certificate of Merit awarded
to a person chosen by the FID/CR, every two years, for
an outstanding contribution in the field of Classification
in recent years.
In accordance with the FID/CR Terms-of-Reference,
Classification means “any method for recognizing relations,
generic or other, between items of information regard
less of degree of hierarchy used, and of whether those
methods are applied in connection with traditional or
computerized informations systems”.
Work done (published or unpublished) nor earlier
than 1 August 1976 may be submitted or nominated for
consideration. There is no restriction in respect of age,
sex, or nationality of the author of the work.
The submission or nomination should mention the
special points as to why the work deserves to be considered
for the award.
The closing date for receiving nominations will be
1 March 1980. The works and nominations should be sent
to the Chairman, FID/CR, C/o Documentation Research
and Training Centre (DRTC), Indian Statistical Institute,
31 Church Street, Bangalore 560 001, India.
The Ranganathan Award Sub-Committee will review
all the works and nominations received for consideration;
and it will make a decision as to which work should receive
the Award. The Sub-Committee reserves the right not to
make an Award if such a decision is warranted. The decision
of the Sub-Committee is final; and it is not subject to
appeal.
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Jean M. Perreault
The Library, University of Alabama in Huntsville

Library of Congress Subject
Headings: a New Manual
Perreault, J. M.: Library of Congress Subject Head
ings: a new manual.
In: Intern. Classificat. 6 (1979) No. 3, p. 158-169
Many of the failings of Library of Congress Sub
ject Headings are examined in the context of L. M.
Chan’s new manual on that influential system.
While the system itself is strongly criticized, the
manual is highly recommended as a guide to prac
tice; the major criticism directed at the latter is
that it only sporadically attempts to be critical of
the system.
(Author)

1. Introduction
When I began this essay on the failings of th q Library o f
Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), I saw it as a review
of Lois Mai Chan’s recent book (1) on that system. As it
developed, it became apparent to me that I was using the
book as a sort of diagnostic probe into the system: the
real focus had moved beyond the book to the system
that it describes. That description is fuller and deeper
than has ever before been accomplished or even attempt
ed, but its own focus is more the piece-bv-piece work
ings of the system than its overall theory: but since, in
the minds of many, that theory is shaky or even in total
disarray, it seemed a great misfortune that Chan’s nota
bly keen analytic abilities were not directed more to 
ward the discernment of the outlines of the theoretical
framework of LCSH (however rudimentary or implicit),
toward the explanation of the bases of its strengths and
weaknesses, and most of all toward suggestions for its
further strengthening through elimination of those
weaknesses.
This essav then..J.&,i3at^.-siy^tfirnatir. ftvamination of
LCSH’s strengths and weaknesses, nor yet an attempt at
the theory called for above, but rather a view of aspects
Qt controversy within LCSH as sftpn through the lens of
Chan’s book, sometimes in line with her own cirticisms.
more often just because she describes a flaw without
making the appropriate criticism.
. Despite its vast currency in American bibliothecal/
bibliographical usage, both in itself (in libraries), by its
example (Sears' List o f Subject Headings) (2), and by its
application to the organization of printed subject biblio
graphies, —despite not only these p o s i t i v e indica
tions of its virtual supremacy, but also despite the n e g 
a t i v e indications implied by the fact that resistance to
it has historically spurred on the creation of other, more
‘modern’, systems of verbal search strategization, from
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Uniterms to thesauri; despite the interest shown by
many American subject-cataloguers in PRECIS as a sub
stitute for it1 (and the Library of Congress administra
tion’s decision not to be so radical as to drop LCSH in
favor of PRECIS, even when offered the chance of
making a dramatic switch to coincide with the closing of
its own card catalog and with the adoption of AACR2);
- despite all this,, evidence of a position of hegemony
that would seem to demand more than mere historical
explanation founded on the enduring acceptance of the
Library of Congress’s card distribution service, th£i£-has
been no real attempt before Chan to„see LCSH in any
light more penetrating than the merely anecdotal or in
regard to. some single aspect of its ramifving-complexilifis, no attempt to see t h r o u g h its pnmpWitipg tn
^itg principles, no attempt so see w h y it has on the one
hand become so dominant and has on the other aroused
so much opposition. Not that the attempt is likely to be
very successful, whoever undertakes it, since even more
than its sister mountain-chain (no meje mountain of
subject headings or classification codes could adequately
serve as metaphor for this much variety, this much non
uniformity), the Library of Congress classification,
LCSH has grown bv accretion: it ran h& se r io u sly q u e s
tioned whether it is im b u e d _wjth principles snr,h that i t
can be. m a d e transparent (since all agree that it is not
prima facie so), whether its principles can ever be mined
out of the mountain-range fastnesses of its external
shape and refined into anything like systematicity.
2. The qualifications of the author
£han does not, in the book under review, take a thor^oughgoingly^nBcal attitude. There is criticism, both
overt and covert; but for jh e most part she is .content to
describe and not always even to explain. But for all that
fieTbook Is th e most important, in its narrower domain,
that has yet been published; and even in the larger do
main of search strategization in general it is one of the
most important of the decade, even though not (who
ever is?) wholly successful.
This lack of an attitude of constant critical attention,
however, in jio way implies any lack ofjangbservant^ve.
To note a random parir of examples, notefirst thYgood
distinction p. 1712 between —Periodicals and —Year
books. These subdivisions are all too often assigned quite
whimsically to annual publications that fall into the
title-genre ‘annual reviews of .../yearbook of .../advances
in .../progress in ...’; if the Library of Congress cata
loguers would keep Chan’s distinction in mind, improve
ment would be instant: veaxbpoks^ d o .summarize the
^ear” , periodicals “do not summarize the year” .
To go on from this abstract characterization and show h o w to
tell whether each such title does or does not summarize is really
outside Chan’s purpose, but two helpful diagnostics are (a) the
sort of bibliography each articles includes: is it largely confined
to references from one recent year, or is it broadly retrospective?
and (b) is the table o f contents for each volume o f the same title

largely repetitive?

Note secondly the examples, p. 89 of missing y^efKrgn£gsJtom natural to inverted word-order and vice versa.
Chan’s sharp eye and careful compilation of examples
and counter-examples is at work here, but the reason for
my expectation (and for my disappointment) at the
generally uncritical descriptiveness of the book is that
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the same observantness together with penetrating
(and constructive) criticism has been so beautifully
characteristic of her periodical publications on LCSH
(4—7); nor should we ignore these same good character
istics in her annual reviews of the general domain (8),
nor (even though I am far more impressed here by her
evidences than by her conclusions) in her paper on
corporate vs. title entry for serial publications (9). The
attitude taken in these papers, had it been manifested in
the book under review, could have been an even more
powerful impetus than that toward the radical improve
ment of LCSH a c c o r d i n g t o p r i n c i p l e s that
is so sorely needed. LCSH is indeed undergoing radical
changes, but the lack of thoroughgoing principles for
these changes makes it unsafe to call these changes im
provements — and it is clear that Chan well knows this
when she argues, in favor of systematicity, that “A logi
cally and consistently constructed system is easier to
learn and master than one given to irregularities and
exceptions to rules” p. 149, and then goes on to point
out that principles themselves need to form a system to
produce the sought result: “a move towards free synthe
sis without corresponding development of rigorouslydefined citation formulae can create havoc.”
An aspect of Chan’s treatment of LCSH to which I
give very high marks is in regard to the question of
whether ‘the convenience of the public’ is the highest
criterion available by which to judge a subject heading
language, to which she replies (with a quotation from
Dunkin) that the users’ preferences are too variable and
transient to serve as supreme criteria p . 23. Later, Chan
points out that while it could be helpful (as advocated
by Haykin) to know “ ‘the approach used by many read
ers of different backgrounds’” , such knowledge is utopi
an of achievement, while on the other hand “a strict
reliance on consistency and regularity ... (i.e., predict
ability) might ... produce a new level of convenience”
p. 148.
But before I undertake my more substantive criticism of
Chan (and, a fortiori, of LCSH itself), let me point out aJiew
pedagogical flaws (in the order not of their importance but of
their occurrence in the book): The symbol x (i.e., seen from) is
used on p. 71 but not defined till p. 87. On p. 122 the ‘direct’
place subdivision technique is being discussed, the list of coun
tries for which, “instead of the name of the country, the name
of the appropriate first-order political subdivision” is to be em
ployed, consists of “Canada, Great Britain, Malaysia, the Soviet
Union, the United States, or Yugoslavia”, while on p. 67 and p.
133 and elsewhere only Canada, Great Britain, the U.S.S.R., and
the U.S. are enumerated in precisely the same connection. On
p. 141 we are being shown replicas of forms for the establish
ment of new subject headings, but the terms related to the target
heading as equivalents and as superordinates are signified resp. as
“See ref. from” and “See also ref. from” , instead of what is in
fact the universal practice, namely x and xx. On p. 305 we are
told of a change in practice: “The jurisdictions United States and
Great Britain which used to be abbreviated are not spelled out,
regardless of their location in the heading”, but on the very same
page there occurs the heading Labour Party (Gt. Brit.), an exam
ple (but, alas, not so indicated) of the superseded practice. In the
Index, s. v. Biography, subtypes are listed with no mention of
“True biography” , which is discussed as a specific subtype on
p. 190 (and which besides is not mentioned in the Glossary); in
the Glossary s. vv. Pre-coordination and Synthesis mutual see-also
references are lacking; and s.v. Subject catalog we are told that
it consists of “subject entries only”, namely that it is “The sub
ject portion of a divided catalog” - but we have been told noth
ing about any such arrangement in the text3. I do not regard
these as major defects in the book, I just wish that Chan’s (u n 
usually observant eye had been directed as much toward her own
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work as toward LCSH itself; the usual reviewer’s verbiage goes, I
think, ‘When the inevitable revised edition appears, we trust
that ...’. These are all relatively minor matters, except that they
may be particularly confusing to a class of readers to whom the
book will doubtless be highly recommended, namely library
school students (and not necessarily only to “advanced library
science students”, as is indicated in the Preface). Thus the use of
the introductory phrase ‘pedagogical flaws’ rather than, say,
‘formal flaws’.

Formal flaws d o occur, of course: on p. 70 an ex
ample is given which evidences a miscounting of the long
dashes in the LCSH list: France—History—Revolution,
1789—1900 (whatever that could mean!); that such a
mistake is possible shows well that the promulgators of
LCSH should be more concerned about such matters of
‘schedule’-intelligibility than they seem to be. But the
point that Chan makes with this example, namely that
the Library of Congress is chucking overboard one of the
most fundamental (and u s e f u l ) principles of fileorder, namely general-before-special, is correct. That it is
deplorable is obvious at least to me, but its deplorability
grows when we realize that this counter-productive
change is coming about not because of any conclusion
about either ‘the convenience of the public’ or systematicity, but because the computer program that would re
tain general-before-special is a bit more difficult: the
program can call for earlier dates to come first b o t h as
i n i t i a l and as t e r m i n a l (1789—1793 is ‘ear
lier’ then 1789-1799), or for earlier i n i t i a l dates
to come first while later t e r m i n a l dates come
first (1789-1799) is ‘broader’ than 1789-1793) but it is clear to see that to treat all date-numbers
alike makes for a simpler and hence cheaper program
- though not for a more service-effective one. Chan
does not deplore this, unless she assumes that to de
scribe a foolishness to those who know can call forth
only one reaction: deploring. She perhaps forgets that
books do fall into the hands of those who do not know.
Formality again more than substantiality is basic to minor
filing errors in the Glossary s.v. Classed catalog and Class entry,
which, in that order, imply letter-by-letter filing, whereas s.v.
Refer from reference and Reference, in that order, imply wordby-word filing. But the example of filing quoted at 325 from
Rather is more substantive, and may also involve the computer
as culprit. Under the heading German literature we see the fol
lowing subdivisions:
- 17th century
- 20th century
- Addresses, essays, lectures
- History and criticism
- Yearbooks
- Alsace
That numbers must either precede or follow letters in the collat
ing sequence is obvious, and therefore that the dated period sub
divisions precede the form subdivisions is acceptable. But it is
also true that something more than the letter/number distinction
is at work in order for -Alsace to come a f t e r -Yearbooks:
there must be a non-printing facet symbol. Therefore, there is no
in-principle impossibility against having the facet sequence
‘form/period/place’, rather than that which Rather displays,
‘period/form/place’ - and if such sophistications can be brought
about here, why must general-before-special be sacrificed to our
modern-day Moloch?

3. How are subject headings made, and what for?
To mention the sequence of facets lands us nicely in the
thick of the real controversy about subject headings,
namely the syntagmatic/constructive/relational aspects.
Right here, after all, is the primary advantage of PRECIS,
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that it can construct very elaborate headings and thus
avoid the LCSH practice of multiple headings when
the document is monothematic, and can at the same
time manage to collocate similar subdivisions, while
avoiding terminological vagaries of the isolates them
selves (or so at least it is claimed). But much that the
Library of Congress is up to these days plays right
into the hands of PRECIS’S sometimes not-criticalenough supporters, except for the beginnings (at long
last) of a more reasonable attitude on free synthesis —at
the same time that the grouping of subdivisions is suffer
ing from the low level of computer sophistication being
provided to LCSH users (who will tend to file in imita
tion of the published authority document, if they do not
computer-file by means of MARC-provided programs),
and at the same time that terminological vagaries are
growing apace.
But the sequence of subordinate facets implies a rela
tion between these facets and the topic itself that they
subtend; just what is the nature of this relation? Haykin
imagines, as quoted on p. 62, that —[place] does not
“ lim it the scope o f the subject matter as such’” , but
merely “ ‘providefs] for its arrangement in the catalog’” ;
whereas Coates is far closer to being on the right track:
... in the alphabetical subject catalogue the degree of subject
specification and the mechanics of arrangement are simply
two aspects of a single operation. One decides upon a particu
lar heading and by the same token determines the position of
the entry in the catalogue.

Haykin’s dictum is a half-truth: ‘music’in Music—Europe
is not limited in scope in just the same way that it would
be if changed to ‘musical instruments’ or ‘musical form’ or
‘music of the spheres’; but it i s limited indeed (in quite
a different way) as against Music simpliciter, which con
cerns the topic without a n y geographic focus. The
typical implicitness of most non-analytico-synthetic
indexing languages surfaces here: .‘music’ simpliciter dif
fers frnm
in ‘music in Europe’ in that the second
i m p l i e s a historico-descriptive treatment that the
first does not suffer from. Nor would matters be differ
ent with a term from a different domain, such as ‘phy
sics’ vs. ‘physics in Europe’ or ‘psychology’ vs. ‘psycholo
gy in Europe’. The confusion may be between —Europe
and, say, —Bibliography: form subdivisions do not limit
the scope of the preceding topic at all,, they only tell us
something about the work — as against the place sub
division, which tells us something about the concept(s)
with which the work is concerned. This does not mean
that ‘arrangement in the catalog’ is unimportant; it is in
fact quite central to the whole enterprise, since without
intelligible arrangement in the catalogue, retrieval is
impossible — and intelligible arrangement in the file as
a whole is ultimately grounded on the syntagmatic ar
rangement of the parts of the individual subject head
ings.
At p. 64 Chan indicates (though not in these terms)
that topical subdivision should involve synthesis between
isolates from different hierarchies (foci from different
facets), thus avoiding the appearance of articulated
alphabetico-direct headings (such as make up LCSH)
being in some sense alphabetico-classed headings, which
latter are “of [the] genus-species or thing-part type.” She
goes on to advert to-nommon usape as p r e v e n t in g P h y d .
cal research in parallel to the acceptable Chemical re
search, and to report that “In order to ensure greater
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^uniformity among newly established headings, current
"policy requires the use of the form [topic]-Research” ,
a very salutary decision, since whenever two solutions
are available, that which can apply to a 11 cases is to be
preferred to that which applies only to s o m e , because
those not covered by the narrower solution must be
treated by some other principle and thus in an inconsist
ent manner, while many users will perceive the problemcases as similar and will retrieve less than all that is rele
vant by virtue of having expected a consistent solution.
On p. 152 Chan gives an excellent summary of some of
ihe silly inconsistencies of punctuation in LCSH: she
finishes by pointing out that “Syntagmatic relationships
are expressed by relational words such as ‘and,’ ‘in,’ or
‘as,’ and sometimes expressed in the form of subdivi
sions.” “Sometimes” is less pointed than ‘in similar
cases’ would have been, for she is adverting to incon
sistency; but on p. 41 she had given, as examples of syn
thesis. Boats and boating and Hotels, taverns, etc.. i n
both of which the ‘and/et’ are not really synthetic (i.e.,
in relation to ...’), but rather indicative of partial
synonymy. In the same list of examples of synthesis we
see Church and education in Connecticut and Church
and labor—Italy, with no mention of the different con
nectivity manifested in each (nor any reference to such a
heading as [topic], Italian, which manifests yet another
kind of connectivity); we are told that “the geographic
aspect may be expressed either by the phrase [subject] in
[location], or the subdivided form [subject] - [location].”
An inconsistency in LCSH practice has been shown, but
not fully penetrated: the reader may take ‘either/or’ to
be i n c 1 u s i v e (as Chan seems to mean) or as e x 
c l u s i v e (as is true in many such cases in LCSH). On
p. 53 we are told that “In some cases, the qualifier4 is
used as an alternative for a subdivided form” , and we
can agree that such inconsistency is pernicious; but the
examples given, “Marches (Voice with piano) but Sym
phonies-Vocal score with piano” , go off at a tangent,
since the two subdivisions exemplified are themselves so
different, the first giving a further specification of the
(musical) form-term ahead of it, the other a bibliographi
cal form subdivision mentioning a mere redaction of the
original score(s) — but Chan is indeed correct in calling
neither of these true qualifiers.
4. More on the central issue: citation order
In the consideration of synthesis, one of the most crucial
matters to settle, in terms of valid and intelligible princi
ples, is that of citation order. Chan’s grasp of citation
order’s function and weight is firm, as shown by her de
claration (as against those who would mistakenly insist
on a greater rigidity) that the following headings con
taining the same elements,
Labor supply—Research—United States
Labor supply—United States—Research
have different meanings p. 83.
In other words, not merely concepts but also t h e
o r d e r a m o n g t h e m constitute meaning.
Related to the ambiguity mentioned above as so
often found in place subdivisions, Chan points out in
consistency in the choice of the established form of a
complex heading: “in establishing a subject heading,
three choices are often required: name, form, and entry
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element” p. 25, but the examples tend to overlap: for
choice of form we are shown “ ‘Inoculation of plants,’
‘Plant inoculation,’ and ‘Plants-Inoculation’” , which
show entry-element problems as well; the sensible con
clusion p. 47 is that
unless the proposed phrase heading is very well known
by the informed public in exactly that form, it is consider
ably more useful to establish the proposed new concept
as a topical subdivision under the generic heading.

This does not, however, seem to be the direction of the
Library of Congress’s current practice; LCSH seems
more and more to contain l o n g phrases in which are
chidden just such subordinate terms as would better have
been displayed by one or other of the traditional means
of explicit subordination.
Going on from exact tn .partial gynnnyrpy Cutter is
quoted to the effect that “ ‘In choosing between two
names not exactly synonymous, consider whether there
is difference enough to require separate entry; if not,
treat them as synonymous.’” p. 29. The appeal to func
tionality is a red herring: the real doubt to raise about
such a conflation centers on whether the difference is
one in language itself or in the works that the library
holds. Unfortunately, all too often there is a deleterious
change-over-time phenomenon: what is at one time
entered under A-&-B but is really only about A , would
later (let’s say in another edition, etc.) be entered under
A when that had been established as a separate heading
— and no attempt is likely to be made, for reasons of
economy or the like, to change the old entry (unless
A-&-B had been discontinued as a valid heading).
Cutter’s argument against specific and direct noun-&adjective phrases, by the way, is quoted p. 56 in the case
of Ancient Egypt, to which Chan rejoins that “A user
acquainted with the rule of specific and direct entry
should not find these headings unexpected” , but neither
she nor Cutter (even though he would allow such hypo
thetical headings to be employed “ ‘if due discrimination
be used’”) would be likely to tolerate extensions of such
a phrase to ‘bibliography of Ancient Lower Egypt’. The
whole discussion of direct vs. inverted word-order in
phrases (Chan’s “entry element” problem) is really only
a symptom of the syndrome ‘distributed relatives’; with
it also is connected, as a palliative or attempted cure,
multiple entry (to be discussed more fully below). What
must be remembered is that b o t h direct a n d in
verted phrases result in distributed relatives, and we
must ask ourselves, before we attempt to solve the ob
vious and serious problem therein implied, whether we
want a solution that can apply to a l l cases (which
means that our solution will have to be in terms of broad
l i n g u i s t i c or l o g i c a l categories), or want to
deal with e a c h phrase on its own merits (which means
that our solution will have to be in terms of narrow
b i b l i o g r a p h i c a l characteristics). Angell’s pro
posal, quoted on p. 150, to use direct order if inversion
would put a word as “entry element” which would be
meaningless alone, is an example of a linguistic solution.
Principles that can serve to illuminate citation order
seem rather cavalierly chosen by Chan, in that Prevost’s
“noun rule” is mentioned on p. 58 (though it is not in
dexed or listed in the bibliography), and PRECIS is in
voked p. 80 to justify subdividing “a concrete subject”
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by “an action” ; the loci classici would have been Kaiser’s
theory of concretes and processes and Ranganathan’s
categorial order ‘personality: energy’, which are finally
mentioned on p. 150 (though the footnote leads only to
Needham’s excellent but hardly original survey). That a
better developed (or at least somewhat subtler) theory
of citation order and categorial analysis is needed can be
seen from the semi-defense of such a heading as Shake
speare, William, 1564—1616—Characters-Fathers p. 64;
it is said to be “of the genus-species type” , and accord
ingly out of place in an alphabetico-direct system; re
course to the concept of dependent facets would have
been of greater explanatory value. It is true, of course, as
Chan implies (though she offers no examples), that a
phrase would do the trick, e.g., Fathers in Shakespeare.
Citation order theory applies also to author/title entries, but
anomalies in LCSH practice in cases of place names, etc. (based,
that is, on author/title practice) are undetected, e.g., on p. 123:
Dyrham Park, Eng. (Avon) as against Buen Consejo, San Juan,
P.R., in which the order of expansion from part to whole is
pointlessly different. Rather is fairly explicitly aware of this
nexus, as quoted on p. 326, but we still see exemplified, in the
Library of Congress practice, the useless grouping of Spurious
and doubtful works at the end of the listing of an author’s
separate authenticated works; the question is not asked by him
or by Chan, ‘What user would look here, rather than under the
normal author/title position for this work, since from the fact
that he is looking under t h i s author for this title we can con
clude that he probably doesn’t know that this works is n o n 
authenticated?’

Some aspects of citation order seem to be implicit
rather than explicit in LCSH (this has been mentioned
above in connection with place subdivision); it is true in
a particularly striking way of such a heading as Erech,
Babylonia p. 255 for an archaeological work; were an
archaeological document to concern itself with an occu
pied site the subdivision —Antiquities would have been
required; that it does not (because this site is unoccu
pied?) seems worth mention, esp. in a chapter entitled
“Subject Areas Requiring Special Treatment” .
That Chan’s observant eye is at work not only on
LCSH is evidenced by her remark, p. 151 that “The
PRECIS system has not been in operation long enough
to have accumulated the problems of obsolescent terms
as the Library of Congress has over the years.” But the
problem of obsolescence in LCSH is not merely that of
one-for-one transformation (e.g., from Mohammedanism
to Islam) —there are syntagmatic as well as paradigmatic
changes over time. Chan points out p. 144 that “Split
files” or some similar solutions are necessary “when the
old heading is replaced by two or more new headings” ,
but never mentions an even more insidious change, that
by consolidation. As will be seen when I discuss multiple
headings more fully below, I am in favor of consolida ^
tion ofjnultiple gemgj^Jasadifigs-^^
headyUjSJnore near!y~coterminous with the documents they
surrogate; but librarians away from the bibliothecal
Mecca on the Potomac, esp. those not blessed with com
puter time (if indeed this can solve the problem), need
to be told that this problem exists and how to deal with
it. E.g., whereas in the past a work on Aristotle’s epistemology would
SceSSCT: A ristoteliand 2. Know
ledge. Theory of, it would now receive_L_Aristoteles—
Knowledge, Thfiw c o f anSRZT RnowlHgeTTheor^T^p.
1977wKaFis being at te m p te O tflh is secondHtafading
could have been more economically achieved by a see-

^alsp reference from it to the new-style coterminous
heading (the point will be discussed more fully below).
Whereas in the past a work on psychoanalysis of children
would have received 1. Child study and 2. Psychoanaly
sis, it would now receive 1. Child analysis. After the
change takes plac&, and in the (highly likely) absence of
a revision of previous double headings into single articu
lated headings, jhe user must also look through the file
of_each general heading
fjriH y/nrVg r>p fop
togic; his expectation of consistency will very likely pre
vent him j rom looking in to the file, of general headmgs
if he began his search at the articulated file, and vice
versa. Thus the creation of such articulated headings
(and their absorption of the corresponding general files)
is of the highest desirability in that it effects a far closer
match between heading and document and thus better
exemplifies the principles of a system such as LCSH, i.e.,
p r e - coordination with references from related head
ings, in these cases see-also references from the two
intersected general headings (for the child psychoanalysis-example) or from the one linguistically dissimilar
heading (for the Aristotle example).
And to what extent will computers be able to do such
updating as transcends the simple one-for-one transfor
mation, at least in the case of subordinate elements that
are not linguistically identical or which do not have ex
plicit enumeration of all possible see-also links (cf. p.97,
“General References”)? Chan cites Ganning on p. 32 to
the effect that “all bibliographic records previously
linked to the old form of the heading would automati
cally be linked to the new form of the heading” ; but
there is virtually no way, within the present format of
LCSH, to make references between old and new forms
in such examples of consolidation as are given above,
even though change by one-for-one transformation and
(sometimes) by expansion can be handled by the com
puter. The bibliographical millenium has not arrived
simply in virtue of the availability of computers.
5. Multiple headings and the like
We are told, on the authority of the Cataloging Service,
that
* When a new heading being established contains as part of the
heading an existing heading which consists of an obsolete
form, the policy is to retain the obsolete term in the new
heading if the obsolete portion of the new heading appears
in initial position. The reason for retaining the obsolete term
is to avoid confusion and to keep the original heading and the
new heading together in the alphabetical file. ... However, if
» the obsolete portion of the heading does not appear in the
initial position, the current or preferred form is used ...p. 143

Thus the new compound heading Moving-picture sequels
(based on the old simple heading Moving-pictures) is at
some distance from the new simple heading Motion pic
tures, whereas a new com pound heading such as Vio
lence in motion pictures is, by virtue of the non-entry
position of the changed element, no problem either of
form or of file arrangement. The reason adduced “for
retaining the obsolete term” as entry element of the new
compound heading is “ ... to keep the original [simple]
heading and the new [compound] heading together” ; but
this seems strange and unnecessary if we can call on the
computer to move all the old entries from Movingpictures to Motion pictures. If the computer is not
available, and if we plan a split file for the old and the

new simple headings (see-also references both ways), the
condition obtains for an argument about where to put
the new compound headings; but the Library of Con
gress’s argument is certainly not the only one that could
be made, and it is far from conclusive.
Allusion has been made in passing to multiple head
ings as a feature of LCSH practice. There are more than
nnft kind of multiple headings; as a rough-and-ready
classification we can enumerate (al_cases where—the
jwhole unitary gnhjftrt rannnt, by thft riilas of LCSH. be
somprehended in a single heading, thus forcingthe^use
_of two or more headings to signify foo s t-c ^ ^
the one complex or compound subject; (b) cases where
the unitary subject has several assymetrical features each
of which is^ desired t o be an entry elemgnT; (c) cases
where the^ unitatysuBject indicates a symmetrical rela
tion between two terms neither of which is primary
enough to justify treating it alone as the entry element
(trife “duplicate headings”); (d) gases where the subject
of_a_gingle documentls n o t unitary. Chan adverts to
tRi^potentially sense-destroying non-uniformity in the
course of comparing (p. 25-26) LCSH’s rather limited
abilities to PRECIS’S fabled p&rmutations of a multi
word heading so as to treat every sought term in it as an
entry element, but she points out that sought terms that
are not entry elements will at least sometimes be quasi
entry elements in LCSH in that references (see or seealso) are made from them to the entry element of the
target heading. But are multiple headings, despite the
claims made for them by PRECIS proponents, really all
that valuable? Are they not really what it is precisely
PRECIS’S point to obviate? Chan bases her first two
examples p. 26 of “duplicate entry” , as that occurs in
LCSH, on the authority of Haykin, and they turn out
to belong to my kinds (c) and (a): 1. United States—
Foreign relations—France and 2. France-Foreign rela
tions—United States; and 1. Gnatcatchers and 2. Birds—
California. She has declared it to be an LCSH principle
that “a heading in the form of a phrase may be entered
either in its natural word order or in the inverted form,
but not both” p. 26; I must conclude that the qualifica
tion “in the form of a phrase” needs to be exceedingly
strong, since it is the only defense against all the multi
plicity of conceptually identical headings that could be
desired to give nightmares to subject cataloguers, since
what the Library of Congress (and Chan, I regret to say)
need is an awareness of the superficiality of the differ
ence between phrases and headings with subdivisions. As
we saw above, Shakespeare, William, 1564—1616—Char
acters—Fathers is conceptually identical to Fathers in
Shakespeare; it is in principle possible to turn e v e r y
subdivided heading into a phrase, however clumsy (and
LCSH is showing us the way, as I lamented above). Thus
to go on to say that “In ... headings with subdivisions,
exceptions to the practice of uniform headings are oc
casionally made” is to concede that the first statement,
the declaration of principle, means nearly nothing. Chan
goes on to say p. 27 that
Haykin fails to distinguish the difference between duplicate
headings for the same subject, as in the case of the foreign
relations headings, and duplicate entries applied to a particular
work in order to bring out various aspects.

I fail to see the distinction too, but the examples Chan
next lists a r e of a different kind, namely my kind (b),
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which seems better to “bring out various aspects” :
Bibliography—Bibliography—[topic]
e.g. 1. Bibliography—Bibliography—Outdoor recreation
2. Outdoor recreation—Bibliography
Bibliography—Best books—[topic]
e.g., 1. Bibliography-Best books—Economics
2. Economics—Bibliography
She also says that “Another recent change is the assign
ment of an additional biographical heading representing
the class of persons with appropriate subdivisions to an
individual biography” p. 27. This is a multiple-heading
situation of yet another and far more pernicious kind; it
will be discussed below as ‘generic posting’. When she
later (p. 245—255) discusses multiple headings in gene
alogy and history she reports that what has previously
only been given “headings of the type [topic]—[place]”
are now given “an additional heading of the type [place]
—[topic].” This is ambiguous in that the reader might
expect, in addition to, say, 1. France—Antiquities, 2.
Antiquities—France. Even though this is not “a heading
in the form of a phrase” , it surely would be prohibited
by the principle that disallows both “natural word or
der” and “the inverted form” , p. 26. What is in fact
intended is n o t that the same heading elements be
inverted, but that an additional heading be sought by
the cataloguer, one that will treat the prepotent place
as a subdivision; examples on p. 250—255 show that
instead of [topic]—[place] it would have been more pre
cise to say [more specific topic]—[place], e.g., 1. France
—Antiquities and 2. Man, Prehistoric—France, or as she
exemplifies p. 255: 1. Erech, Babylonia5 and 2. Pottery
—Iraq—Erech, Babylonia. What I cannot help but won
der is ‘What does one do if there simply is no more
specific archaeological focus in this document than has
already been expressed as [place]—Antiquities?’ I must
therefore conclude that this new practice amounts to
the directive ‘Be persistent enough, when cataloguing
archaeological works, to find some topic that does not
begin with the place name denoting the site of the
excavation —if you possibly can.’
On p. 159—163 Chan discusses “depth indexing” as
a partial justification of LCSH’s multiple headings. In
one exemplified case these multiple headings (for the
document containing schedule ‘C’ of the Library of
Congress classification: Auxiliary Sciences of History,
comprising Civilization (CB), Archaeology (CC), Diplo
matics, Archives, and Seals (CD), Chronology (CE),
Numismatics (CJ), Epigraphy (CN), Heraldry (CR),
Genealogy (CS), and Biography (CT)), for most of which
a separate subject heading is assigned6. This approach
(which, if applied thoroughgoingly across the board,
would mean that no general headings would ever be
assigned, since every general heading can be enumeratively specified into all its elements, parts, sub-disci
plines, etc.; and which would assuredly bulk out the
catalogue beyond the capacity of any library to house
all the resultant entries) seems to ignore the implicitly
hierarchical nature of LCSH with its see-also references,
which is far more appropriately exemplified by the
single heading assigned to the document containing
schedule ‘Q’ of the Library of Congress classification:
Science, comprising General science (Q), Mathematics
(QA), Astronomy (QB), Physics (QC), Chemistry (QD),
Geology (QE), Natural history, Biology (QH), Botany
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(QK), Zoology (QL), Human anatomy (QM), Physiology
(QP), and Microbiology (QR). In other cases, what looks
like depth indexing7 is often only a desperate attempt to
concretize an absent heading at the intersection of all
the general headings assigned to the one document; e.g.,
instead of the LCSH-absent heading Distributive justice
(hardly a new or unfamiliar concept!) we see the head
ings 1. Economics, 2. Social justice, and 3. Income
distribution assigned to the same document. This is
assuredly an incapacity of LCSH upon which PRECIS
has been able to capitalize.
TKe concept of analytical cataloguing is also brought in8, but no
particular policy or practice in this regard is imputed to the Li
brary of Congress; however, that there is some confusion in
Chan’s mind about these matters can be seen in that she also
refers to the ‘C’-schedule “depth indexing” as “analytical en
tries”, p . 163.
That inconsistency is the rule of the day at the Library of
Congress is again caught by Chan’s sharp eye: on p. 178 two ex
amples of multiple headings for union lists are given:
1. Periodicals-Bibliography-Union lists
2. Catalogs, Union-Brazil-Sao Paulo
1. Periodicals-Bibliography-Union lists
2. Libraries-New Jersey
—Comment, whether from Chan or myself, is superfluous!

6. Generic posting
I have deferred discussion of what Chan mentions as
“biographical heading[s] representing the class of per
sons” which are also to be assigned “to an individual
biography” p. 27. As an example (probably not en
countered by Chan, or her sharp eye would have caught
it for display in her book), the LCSHs assigned to Frank
Shuffelton’s biography Thomas Hooker, 1586-1647.
Princeton University Press, 1977 (BX 7260. H 596 S 55)
are
1. Hooker, Thomas, 1586-1647
2. Congregationalists—Connecticut-Hartford—
Biography
3. Clergy—Connecticut-Hartford—Biography
4. Hartford—Biography
It cannot be denied that in some sense Hooker is the
concrete intersection of the second, third, and fourth
LCSHs seen here, nor that one who seeks information
about the concepts represented by those three headings
would find something useful in this work. But I can still
question whether this technique is a good idea, both in
general and in terms of whatever principles we can dis
cern to be operating in LCSH.
The practice here exemplified does not fill a need
previously unsuspected at the Library of Congress. Chan
points out that
According to Haykin, references from subject headings to
personal headings were generally made from headings repre
senting occupations, e.g.,
Architects, British
see also
Wren, Sir Christopher, 1632-1723.

However, this practice has been discontinued at the
Library of Congress p. 98. This older (and, I shall argue,
far superior) practice is not mentioned further by Chan,
although it forms the background to the following:
The increasing practice of Library of Congress of assigning
duplicate entries, i.e., both a general and specific entry to the
same work ..., betrays a suspicion that perhaps many users of
Library of Congress cataloging data are not keeping up with
cross references, p. 153
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The process of mind that seems to be at work here could
go like this: ‘If the syndesis that unites the several sub
ject headings in the catalogue into a system is allowed to
perish, there is clearly no system; there is no way that
we can force users of LCSH to make syndetic references;
therefore let us make each heading carry its systemmembership certificate around with it, by showing
where it fits in terms of the broader concepts that, when
intersected, concretize into it.’ To me this is a total abro
gation of the principles of alphabetico-directness; in
deed, it is much akin to the alphabetico-classed ap
proach9 except that it does the same thing the latter
does (with a single heading) with at least two headings
(with their subsumptive relation merely implied instead
of being made explicit, as with the alphabetico-classed
heading). But, again, to return to Chan, though many
libraries do not keep up with cross references, how is
any library to be expected to keep up with cross refer
ences which may have been made as Haykin describes,
but which were made only at the Library of Congress
without being entered into the published authority
document on which all other libraries’ practice was to
be based? If you look for Thomas Hooker, 1586-1647,
you won’t find him either in the latest or in any previous
edition of LCSH. Thus the new practice, however sus
pect as a product to be accepted and put into our cata
logues as it stands, can serve as a quasi-model of what
would have been done under the old practice, and which
any library that wishes to can implement in that old
(and superior) way.
That some functionaries at the Library of Congress
can still manage to do what their principles call for is
seen in that
If ... the [art] catalog ... is a general catalog to the collection
of a general art museum, only the heading for the institution
is assigned, since the place aspect of the collection and con
tents of the collection are covered by the subject-to-name
references made for the particular museum, p. 239

Xhe crucial questions (analogous to the resolution of the
question of partial synonymy) that can appropriately
lead to the Haykin procedure rather than to generic
posting are fa) is the relation between the person and
the general concept analytic or synthetic?, (b) is the
pefsoiTknown (to specialists in the field) to represent
tKe generar^ncept?, and (c) is the relation likely to be
more economical in the catalogue"^^
refer
ences than by generic posting fi.e.. are there more than
^one work afiout this person as analytically representing
this concept, in this collection, or is there at least a good
chance that there will be)?10. By ‘analytic’ I mean that
the definition of the person permanently includes the
general concept with which this document is also con
cerned. Jhus Kierkegaard is analytically a Danish philos
opher (a), is well known as such (b), and has many
~wor£s devoted to him in that connection (c); therefore,
1. Kierkegaard, S^ren Aabye, 1813-1855
xx
Philosophers, Danish
is preferable to 1. Kierkegaard, S^ren Aabye, 1813—
1855 and 2. Philosophers, Danish, whereas 1. Kierke
gaard, S^ren Aabye, 1813-1855 and 2. Deformities is
preferable to the reference method, since Ki&ilcegaard’s
hunchbackedness is a matter of opinion (and thus not
Analytic (a)), is known (opined?) only by those who
agree with Haecker (b), and has been dealt with at book
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length only by one work (c). Chan’s example of the
autobiography of the blind woman Rose Resnick p. 199
is thus well chosen to represent multiple headings, be
cause it, like Kierkegaard as hunchback, negatively satisfies
all three tests (though I may be corrected by specialists in
the field as to the second). Dozens of examples from p.
197 to 203 show the Library of Congress’s disregard for
economy and analyticity; on p. 210—212 we see further
examples. What else is Humanae vitae centrally about
except Birth control-Religious aspects-Catholic
Church? Surely such a heading is applied to the encycli
cal itself; must every commentary on it carry it as well?
Would it not be just as helpful (and more economical) to
make a see also to take care of all such commentaries?
Do we not all know that Das Kapital is about Capital as
a specific topic within Economics?
I do not mean that this criticism should prevent the assignment
of a general-concept heading to a commentary, along with the
heading for the work commented on, in those relatively few
cases where the commentator discusses the general concept at
such length that the cataloguer perceives an additional (“depth
indexing”) heading as valuable to the library’s users.

Where the relation is a matter of opinion, as I have said,
or depends upon implication, it is not analytic: J-ke
Merchant o f Venice may or may not manifest its author’s
knowledge of the law, but it is by no means centrally
a b o u t the law or about Shakespeare’s knowledgejpr
^ignorance oFTF; jtfius a commentary on it that singles-eut
this jispect can legitimately be a ssig n e d 1. Shakespeare,
William, 1564-1616. Merchant of Venice and 2. Shake
speare, William, 1564—1616—Knowledge—Law, p. 211.
Some credibility in favor of the Library of Congress’s
practice can accrue from one distinction that they make:
... the heading (indicating the class of persons [namely,
artists]) is not assigned unless the accompanying text presents
substantial information about the artist’s personal life (at
least 20 percent of the text). If the text is limited to a dis
cussion of the artist’s works and artistic ability, the bio
graphical heading is omitted, p. 203

This may seem to pull the rug out from under my argu
ment that (in accordance with the Haykin testimony) it
would be preferable to make “references from subject
headings to personal headings” p. 98, since it would
surely not do to have
Architects, British—Biography
see also
Wren, Sir Christopher, 1632—1723
since that would be a patently blind reference in any
case where the document dealt too little with this par
ticular architect’s life. But that is not what Haykin said,
nor what I urge. Even though it is synthetically true that
s o m e but not all of the documents on Wren are in
stances of biographical documents on British architect(s),
it is analytically true that a l l of the documents on
Wren, even if they do not deal with his architectural
achievements or abilities, a r e instances of documents
on British architect(s), and thus that the reference as
Chan imputes it to Haykin is analytically and universally
true, and can be helpfully and econom ically made in the
reference manner. Whether Wren was or was not also a
hunchback, a crypto-Republican, a bigamist, or any
other topic that could be treated documentarily, is likely
to be adjudged non-analytic by application of the three
tests, and a second heading accordingly applied only to
such a document as considers any such allegation.
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7. Latest jurisdiction and form of place names
Another recent change of practice in LCSH that Chan
mentions but either does not discuss fully enough or
does not bring her critical acumen to bear upon is that
which H. Wellisch has well and justifiably criticized of
late (11). I shall not deal with it as thoroughly as I
would have had he not done so already. It concerns form
of place names (and shows well how important form is
to communication of bibliographical/documentary infor
mation: form is n o t an insubstantial epiphenomenon,
with choice alone worthy of professional concern):
When subdividing locally, always use the latest name of any
whose name has changed during the course of its existence,
regardless of the form of the name used in the work cata
loged, e.g.:
Title: The Banks o f Leopoldville, Belgian Congo. 1950.
1. Banks and banking-Zaire-Kinshasa, p. 67

Nothing more is said of the matter in the chapter from
which this is quoted ( “Geographic Subdivision”), nor is
Wellisch cited here or elsewhere. But the matter surfaces
again at least implicitly (though variance from the pre
scribed practice may be a symptom of cultural lag within
the Library of Congress): in exemplifying geographic
names in subject headings Chan reporduces an official
information card which states that “Works by these
jurisdictions are found under the following headings ac
cording to the name used at the time of publication...”
p. 126. If, as is normal, subject headings are constructed
in imitation of author/title practice (when a corporate
entity is the topic),we could paraphrase: ‘works a b o u t
these jurisdictions are found according to the name used
at the time o f c o v e r a g e ’. This is at least partially
confirmed when, in exemplifying corporate names in
subject headings, Chan reproduces an official informa
tion card which states that “Works by this body are
found under the name used at the time of publication” ,
and then immediately goes on to state that for “Subject
entry: Works about this body are entered under the
name used during the latest period covered” , i.e., neither
under the name used at the date of publication of the
secondary work (the new practice that Wellisch criti
cizes) nor under all the names of the body covered in it.
But note that the cataloguer is allowed to use a n y of
the forms of name of the body, just so long as that name
is the one current when the secondary document was
being written. Chan comments that “Earlier names are
not assigned as additional subject entries even though
the work in hand may also discuss the earlier history of
the body when known by the earlier name” p. 207,
later qualifying this: “ ... as long as the territorial identity
remains essentially linear” p. 207. There is somewhat
of reasonable reform in this, at least if it can eliminate
the presence, in the same file, of such headings as Nether
lands (Kingdom, 1815- ) -Description and travel1945- ... and Netherlands-Description and trav el-1945... But this has less to do with “linear name changes”
than with p l a c e names as distinct from j u r i s d i c 
t i o n a l names. It seems to me that the latter should
be used only (a) when the element to follow is a corpo
rate subdivision, or (b) when the element to follow re
quires the presence of the official qualification to pre
vent ambiguity, e.g., to keep the two Germanies distinct,
or to keep the foreign policies of two successive forms of
government of the same territory distinct; it should also
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be noted that some jurisdictional names are identical to
their names as purely place-denotations, but that historic
change could change even that.
The latest-jurisdictional principle seems to have been violated
in a couple of Chan’s examples: the Erech, Babylonia one men
tioned above (why not Erech, Iraq - aside from the odd sound
of it -? ), and Didyma, Asia Minor. Didymaeum p. 137, which
seems to conform better as Didyma, Turkey. Didymaeum.

8. Free and non-free synthesis, etc.
While I agree with Chan both as to the value and the
danger inherent in a freer style of synthesis, it needs
pointing out that some aspects of freedom in this regard
are particularly dangerous. The first has been seen as
such in its use in the Universal Decimal Classification,
namely the use, alongside the regular jurisdictional place
names, of “Non-jurisdictional regions and natural fea
tures. These include continents, regions, metropolitan
areas, regions of cities, city districts and sections,..., val
leys, ...” Chan also notes that “headings for city districts
and sections, e.g., Georgetown, D .C .,j^ n n o t be .sub
divided topically, nor are they used as geographic sub
divisions p. 131. This applies only to city districts and
sections, not to the whole list, but one still must wonder
how useful such a heading could be if its only allowable
occurrence is in naked splendor. What is forced upon us,
if we want to have a heading for economic conditions in
such a district, is to have two headings: 1. Georgetown.
D.C. and 2. Washington, D.C.—Economic conditions:
back hi the"old Gnatcatcher-trap ! Chan does not tell las
what means the Library of Congress uses to bind to
gether such discrete headings into an integrated system,
but it would include such a device as
Washington, D.C.
see also
Georgetown, D.C.
— or even be so luxuriant (or rather, H. Dewey would
fulminate, indispensable) as to include such devices as
Washington, D.C.—Economic conditions
see also
Georgetown, D.C.—Economic conditions
— were such a subdivision allowed. But the solution of
such situations is child’s play compared to the establish
ing of cross references^
j u c h a ^ h y ^ o giaphic
Seating (whether used as an entry-position subject head
ing or as a place subdivision) a s the Great Rift Valiev
jQEastoii^Africa) and the countries (whose boundaries
are not, in any case, all that stable) that it touches
upon. For it to be used as a subdivision under Grabens
(Geology) would be normal enough, since physiographic
regions are far more appropriate as the kind of places
geophysicists are concerned with than jurisdictional
ones; but what if it is used as the place-prepotent way
of specifying archaeology in that particular supra
national part of the continent: Great Rift Valiev 1East
ern Africa—Antiquities may easily enough be related to
Kitchen middens-Great Rift Valley, Eastern Africa, but
how does one_getJ:roTrUt to Animal remains (ArrhaenL
°ffi)"Tanzania? (I would not want the reader to imagine
that despair is appropriate; but the fact is that few librar
ians have bothered or are equipped to think this sort of
thing out, which means that few library users are led to
all that might be relevant to their information needs.) In
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other words, the attempt to create coterminous head
ings can result in unfortunate gaps in systematicity, even
though the cataloguer who comes across what seems to
be a perfect match (in this case, by using the physio
graphic place name instead of the more common juris
dictional ones) between term and document cannot but
feel that he has scored rather high on the serendipity
scale - even though many searchers for whom this docu
ment is relevant may never find it; or, if they find i t
early in their search, may never find those others that
are also relevant but are listed under the related place
names of the o t h e r sort.
Perhaps the freedom of synthesis that is coming into
play in LCSH can solve, by analogy, the problem next
posed: the impression given to Chan’s readers is that on
p. 293 she has enumerated all the free-floating subdi
visions under Piano-Methods and Piano-Studies and
exercises; the subdivisions (unfortunately punctuated as
if they were qualifiers) for the first are:
...........
for the second: (Bluegrass)
...........
(Blues)
(Boogie woogie)
...........
(Country)
............
(Jazz)
(Jazz)
(Ragtime)
...........
(Rock)
(Rock)
It is hard to believe that there will never be a method
for bluegrass or a book of exercises for ragtime. Yet
this is listed as a “Model Heading” , which to me implies
that it is more than a mere enumeration of needs thus
far encountered, to be expanded by analogy — but
LCSH is not the sort of operation to take very kindly to
other people’s solving of such problems by such means
(or perhaps it’s not so much LCSH’s authoritarian cen
tralization that is the obstacle as it is the fear of those
outside that they dare not meddle because they are not
quite sure they understand: and we are dialectically
back with LCSH again, asking ‘Why is it so hard for all
these people to understand it?’).
Another matter that greatly concerns cataloguers at
every level of experience is the proper way of filling the
lacunae left by LCSH regarding species-names of plants
and animals; and, even more confusing (but not dis
cussed by Chan), the fact that (a) some plants ancLanirnals have_anly th eir popii,1ar..namp.s giv^n in the authori
ty document, (b) some have only their pedantie-4axt»ngnaj^LJiames11, while (c) some have both; and that the
cross references from containing headings to contained
are not always carried out in the same way. But Chan
does not illuminate the obscurity.
9. A few additional general structural considerations
Almost analogous to the case of popular/pedantic plant
and animal names is the ambiguity of the relation between f o r m and t j xp i c when they are verbally
'MentIcal^(or even when only almost so). On p. 59, re
ferring to such very general “bibliographic form head
ings” as Almanacs, Chan states that “The same headings
are assign e d works discussing the various forms, e.g.,
a work about compiling almanacs” , as well a^being-used
as form headings for general jalmanajps. themselves,, and
then comments that “In these cases, no attempt is made
to distinguish works in and about the forms.” (It is not
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clear if this is to be taken as implied criticism.) She then
goes on to state that “many headings representing bib
liographic forms are used only as topical headings and
are not assigned to individual specimens of the form” ,
i.e., though such headings conceptually represent a form,
they are not used as form subdivisions but only as sub
ject headings properly speaking. Such a heading does not
point a t i t s e l f but only points o u t s i d e (Al
manacs as what sort of this this document i s as against
Almanacs as what this other document is a b o u t ) .
Again, ‘form’ when we use it in the context of belles
lettres and of music “indicate[s] the artistic or literary
genre of the w o rk .... In some cases, a distinction is made
between works in a particular genre and works about it,
e.g., Essay [as a literary form] and Essays [a collection].”
(p. 60; the brackets are Chan’s) What needs examination
in this last case is that the heading which points o u t 
s i d e differs by a mere pluralizing digit from the head
ing which points a t i t s e l f — a sort of distinction
which could have been introduced as well into the
general bibliographic form headings first mentioned, just
as it is characteristic of many (but not all) form headings
in music. Chan promises “Detailed discussion on head
ings for literature and music” later in the book p. 60,
but her fulfillment of these promises falls short of com
pleteness at least regarding these headings, neglecting to
mention that though indeed “Literary form headings are
not assigned to individual works of literature” p. 219,
they d o appear in the printed catalogue —a particular
ly useful feature given the lack of form classes for litera
ture in the Library of Congress classification and there
fore appropriate for any library so classified and desirous
of giving its users the help they may need (12). She does,
however, introduce an alternative way of conveying the
form/subject distinction: —History and criticism, added
to any such form heading (one pointed at itself) turns it
into a subject heading (one pointed outside). This device
is also used to subdivide musical form headings; but
another, identical to that distinguishing Essay from
Essays,
subject
form
Canon (Music) ]
Fugue
|

^

.
Canons, fugues, etc.

Mass (Music)
Masses
[singular]
[plural]
is mentioned only in a footnote in the Appendix “FreeFloating Subdivisions Controlled by Pattern Headings”
p. 293; nor is the order of priorities brought out, namely
that the translation of a form heading in the plural into a
subject heading in the singular is first to be attempted,
and that only if that is n o t allowed is —History and
criticism to be employed.
‘Form’ has yet other meanings in LCSH, and pointless variants
of form of heading occur throughout, and are not sufficiently
criticized by Chan, as when on p. 48 two examples occur: State,
The and The West; no comment is made. On the next page is
mentioned, without adverting to the ridiculous filing that re
sults, the change of the heading The One (Philosophy) into One
(The One in philosophy).

Aside from form in all its senses, there is still a major
lode of structural features that need mining and refining
out of the LCSH mountain chain, especially the syndesis
that putatively integrates all the headings into a system.
On p. 97 the point is made about the implicit hierarchi
cal relation shown in the see-also and
references.
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namely that see also indicates subordination, xx indi
cates superordination, and both at once indicate coordi
nation or some other indeterminate relation. But not
only is the point not made strongly enough to get
through well to the reader who does not already know
it, but, even more importantly, the crucialitv of the
mirror-relationship is not brought out, is not even dis
cussed. If a library is to be set up without the benefit of
librarians who have experience with authority files of^aal_catdggs, and shelf-lists (in addition to experience
with the public catalog, which after all is far easier to
come by) — and one sees this sort of thing happening all
the time — then, unless some educational experience
(such as reading a book like this or taking a course from
someone who either has read it or doesn’t need to have
— which is no foregone conclusion, alas!) greverv£s_it,
what isJsLfceep such inexperienced librarians from “not
keeping upw iO a^rosT ref^
153. from imagining that all that is necessary for effective service (or,
worse, for economical operation) is the public super
ficies, unsupported by a thorough and proficient exem
plification of the behind-the-scenes aspects of LCSH?
That there are far too many who lack that proficiency is
all too clear, and it is something Chan is quite aware of;
why then does she make no attempt, in this most ap
propriate of situations, to share her expertise in this as
well as in the more public-service aspects of LCSH? As to
the mirror-relationship between x x and sa. between* and
see, she does say in the Glossary s.v. Refer from reference
that “It is the reverse12 of the indication of a see or see
also reference” ; but a Glossary entry is not the place
where one can derive from the explicit all that is needed
in the way of its implications. Why are there people who
imagine (as Chan knows there are) that syndesis is a waste
of time, except that they were (a) taught by other people
who imagined that it was a waste of time , and were (b)
never corrected of their error by people (such as Chan so
definitely is) who know better? We see that she is critical
p. 153 of the lack of systematicity in the hierarchy
implicit in LCSH, that she approves of Sinkankas’ idea
that every heading must be made part of the system by
syndesis; but we see very little use of her own researches
that point so strongly toward improvement both by
helping others understand LCSH better and by explicit
indication of flaws (they are cited in the bibliography
but not alluded to in the text).
One final syndetic point is touched on under the rub
ric “General References” . Theoretically, there are three
possible ways of referring from general to special head
ings: ( a lto list all special headings that apply to this libraryJ^Jhjoidm
under this general one.
(b) to mention some categorial principle that covers all
cases of the special headings that fall under this general
one, or fcH o do the same as is indicated for (VL but to add
to it at least one~examp!e^f sucITa special heading that this
library Eolcfs. SinceThy Chan’s definition13, (a) is not a
general reference (because it has no loose ends, no un
specified specials), only (b) and (c) come into play. But
in fact she lists no examples of (b). Also, within (c),
there are two sub-classes: (i) where the specials are ver
bally unrelated, and (ii) where the specials are verbally
related. Now an example of (c.ii) such as
Science
sa headings beginning with the word Scientific
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(p. 97) is not a general reference by my definition, because
the verbal identity of all the specials referred to removes
the loose ends characteristic of the genuine general
reference. So Chan’s examples, though varied among
themselves, are all within the class (c.i.).
what is
there to complain about in general references, anyway?
They “obviate the need of long lists of specific refer
ences and bring to the attention of the user the most
direct method of finding the material desired” p. 97. Let
us look at the examples to see how the categories of
specialization are exemplified: from Tools we are led tCL
“specific tools, e.g. Files and rasps, Saws”: from Muscles
^to “names of muscles.,e.g. Tensor tympam-m m e k P :
from Museums to the verbally identical suhriiyH^p*
“under subjects, or names of wars, cities, or institutions,
e.g. Indians o f North America-Museums” (plus one each
for a war, a city, and a university); and to the “subdivi
sion Museums. relics,
.under names of persons^vr
iSnilies, e.g. Lincoln, Abraham, Pres. U.S. 1809-1865Museums, relics, etc.77; from Brass trios to the verbally
identical “specification of instruments” under “Suites,
Variations, Waltzes, and similar headings”. The question
that springs to my mind is ‘What_other tools (muscles,
subjects and places of museums, forms that might he
composed for brass trio) might there be whose names I
do not at once recall that might be relevant to this
search^ and of this indefinite cluster which might (in
terms of LCSH strictures) be met with in this catalogue,
which are really listed here because heldj n this collect
tionTHow shall I go about identifyihgtheanswers to the
first question (reference books will yield long lists)?, and
how long then will it take to find, from that dozens-long
list, the three or nineteen or thirty-one that are to be
located through this catalogue?’ Why this unwholesome
concern for economy in construction of the catalogue,
when in fact it is the user’s economy that should be
aimed at (“Save the time of the reader” !)? On p. 117 we
see the example
Man o ’ War (Race horse)
xx Race horses.
According to the general reference attitude, all that
would have really been ‘economically’ necessary at Race
horses would have been “sar individual race horses” . Or,
as probably the worst possible case, look at LCSH itself
s.v. Indians of North America; why not, with the great
est possible economy, have the simple “sa names o f
tribes and groups of tribes” in place of the over 300
specials extensively and expensively listed in the 8th
edition?
But Chan raises no protest.
10. What does this book achieve?
So much of what I have said above is critical that the
reader may be hard put to identify the object of this
essay with the book that I described earlier as so impor
tant both in its narrower domain and in the larger do
main of search strategization. One might take ‘impor
tant’ to mean only ‘a signally negative example’ or the
like. That would be quite incorrect.
LCSH is a difficult system to use, and a difficult
system to understand. To a very large extent these diffi
culties are now alleviated: those who need to see what is
going on within LCSH have a place to refer to where
they will learn much of what they need to know. But
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the seeker for techne-information will fare even better
than will the seeker for ffteom-information, and we can
point out this latter lack in the same act that we point
out Chan’s passing over in silence so many of LCSH’s
flaws: to describe what a system c a n d o does not re
quire, to anything like the extent necessary to show why
there are things it c a n n o t d o , a critical stance that
seeks to understand the sources ,of both its strengths and
its weaknesses.
Chan, in the Preface and many times in the text, calls
for a “code for subject cataloging” , disclaiming that her
book is “prescriptive” : it is to be “descriptive” . But even
a prescriptive code would have to embody particular
rules and practices, and it would be, no less than Chan’s
description could well have been, critical by virtue of
comparing ‘is’ and ‘ought’. So I do not see her disclaimer
as adequate to excuse her.
But those who need to see what is going on within
LCSH should have an authoritative and compendious
source of information, including not only useful direc
tions for solving many problems of choice, combination,
and relation between headings, but also (and perhaps
most to be prized) listing in the Appendices features
such as “Free-Floating Form and Topical Subdivisions
of General Application” (new and deleted terms to up
date those at the beginning of vol. I of LCSH); “FreeFloating Subdivisions Used Under Names of Regions
[and] Countries” and metropolitan areas; a similar list
used only to subdivide cities; „Free-Floating Subdivi
sions Used Under Personal Names” (for founders of
religions, philosophers, statesmen, musicians, and liter
ary authors); “Free-Floating Subdivisions Controlled by
Pattern Headings” (i.e., musical instruments, music com
positions, legislative bodies, educational institutions by
type and individually); “Subdivisions Further Subdivid
ed by Place” ; “Listfs] of Cities ... for Which the Library
of Congress Omits the Designation of [country,] State,
or Province” ; lists of standard abbreviations, capitaliza
tions, and punctuations practices; the old manual and
the new computerized filing rules. In every way a hoard
of rare and hard-to-get and useful data with instructions
for its use. But the very fact that this bare enumeration
of appendices means relatively little to the reader who
has not acquainted himself with the problems they can
help to solve demonstrates the value of the preparation
that Chan has provided to the reader of the whole text.
Perhaps Chan’s quotation from Haykin on p. 16 is
even more true than she realizes: LCSH is not, he says,
“a skeleton or basic list which could be completed in the
course of years of cataloging” ; this seems to me a ter
rible thing to say of something that Haykin surely de
voted himself to for long years. Let us hope that he is
wrong. Let us, since we see how embedded LCSH is in
American bibliothecal life, let us hope that completion
is not absolutely beyond hope, at least completion in
the sense of a complete set of principles and of rules for
their practical application. No indexing system, unless
it is dead, is absolutely complete; but it must, if it is
worth the trouble and expense of using, be moving in
that direction. Only if such movement c a n be brought
about can American libraries really succeed in their
mission, and, even more important, only then can
American library users get the information they need.
Has Chan contributed to this movement?
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I often feel that the value of a professional work is in
proportion to the amount and type of comments that it
generates —the redness of the margins with notes, of the
text with underlinings. There is a great deal that I find
to argue with in Chan’s book, but very little that I would
argue a g a i n s t . On reflection I find that what makes
me criticize Chan is what I find unsatisfactory in LCSH;
for I am sure, from reading her other works, that she is
just as aware as I am of its deep unsatisfactoriness —and
she shows, even though in this book often all too im
plicitly, where many of those flaws lie —; may we hope
that a later work will move even further in the direction
of their reparation?
Notes:
1

That the arguments for such a substitution are not wholly
convincing at least to me can be gathered from my review of
the International PRECIS Workshop’s PRECIS Index System.
See (3).
2 The page numbers of this text refer to Chan’s work in (1).
3 That Chan does not really envision anything but a single
alphabet dictionary catalog can be seen in her acceptance of
the typical lack of a subject heading for a commented-on
work if the main heading for the document as a whole is
the author not of the commentary but of the commentedon work itself. A better principle to follow here would be
that for “Art Reproductions with Commentary” p. 242,
namely that “a subject entry under the name of the artist is
made regardless of the author entry.”
4 I.e., a broader term in parentheses following an ambiguous
topical term.
5 Implying, as argued above, [place] -Antiquities.
6 Namely for all except Civilization and Seals - one wonders
at the process of mind that would lead to such exclusions,
particularly for the former.
7 Defined by Chan as that “which attempts to enumerate all
significant concepts or aspects and, frequently, component
parts, of a document” p. 159.
8 Defined in the Glossary s.v. Analytical subject entry as
“Subject entry for part of a work” ; a more satisfactory
definition would read “Subject entry for a descriptively
specified part of a work”, precisely to avoid confusion with
depth indexing (cf. R. J. Hyman in (10)).
9 As also seems to me to be much of what is attempted in
PRECIS ;cf. the review cited in (3).

JUST

10
11
12
13

It is remarkable to note that even selection policy can be
relevant to cataloguing policy.
Note that not all cases of (a) or (b) have jc-references of the
sort shown on p. 88 (Cockroaches jc Blattariae).
Read: converse.
“... a see also reference ... directed to a group or category of
headings instead of individual members of the group or
category” p. 97.
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